Dowsing
Seminar/Workshop with Harald Tietze

Discover your sixth sense.
Let Nature be your teacher.
It’s easy - very simple!
"There are no limitations to the mind except those we acknowledge."
Sunday 19 May 2019
1 pm - 4 pm
Batlow - Venue to be advised.
$ 30 pp includes afternoon tea,
e-book "The Dowsing Manual"
hard copy book „Maximise your Mind“
Contact: Harald Tietze
email: hwtietze@gmail.com

Dowsing, Intuition and more.
Fact or Fiction
Harald has had a keen interest in dowsing since childhood when he observed his father dowsing with
his willow rod to find water-veins to drill for water.
In his work with natural healing, he repeatedly come across the fact that various diseases occur increasingly where earth energy lines and electric magnetic fields occur.
The body’s reaction to these can be measured with a simple digital device.
Harald travelled to 58 countries to study this phenomenon and documented the influence of earth-rays
with many pictures.
"Everyone who comes to my seminars learns to see nature with different eyes and to notice what has always been there but not previously recognised," says Harald.
Everyone can "see the invisible, you just have to train to turn off your logic mind, to get immediately
the answer" he says."You do not need any tools for dowsing but in our times it can be beneficial to use
digital devices to help non believers".
It is important to avoid this pollution at least while sleeping, to not to disturb the body while repairing
itself Harald says.
Trees, animals and also humans utilise or avoid the influences of energy lines depending on their wish
to be active or to rest.
Harald has written more than 30 health related books - the first was in German "Erdstrahlen" ( EarthRays) and translated into English as "Earthray's The Silent Killer". He has done wide ranging research
in measuring digitally the effects of earth radiation in regard to pH and electric field charges and the effect on human health. Certainly, dowsing for water is is part of this field.
Seminars about dowsing, intuition and other related fields are still Harald's most popular topics.

